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Country Living
577 authentic Art Nouveau designs ranging in size from full-page illustrations to borders, headpieces, tailpieces, and initials.
Designs include florals, landscapes, and figures, from artists such as Klimt, Bradley, Auriol, and Larcombe.

100 Japanese Stencil Designs
This is Why • Keep in contact with current clients • Reach millions of potential clients • Share your business news • Be a
voice in your industry • Manage your company reputation • Communicate with employees and partners • Build your client
list • Boost your bottom line Now, Learn How Social media pros Starr Hall and Chadd Rosenberg take you behind the scenes
of today’s hottest social networks and help you uncover the best social sites for your business. Using simple steps and
solutions, learn how to set up an attractive company profile, reach and engage your target market, develop stronger
relationships with your current clientele, enhance your reputation, and become a recognized expert in your
industry—investing nothing more than minutes a day! ? Identify the best social-site matches for your business ? Brand your
online profile using customizing features ? Develop content that increases your search engine exposure ? Practice proven
techniques to engage and attract quality customers ? Use unique strategies to maintain and improve your company’s
reputation ? Incorporate social media marketing and advertising opportunities into future business plans Plus, gain social
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networking success tips, insights, and techniques

Chinese Designs and Motifs
The natural Japanese affinity for decorative art is apparent in this striking collection of 104 exquisite stencil designs,
reproduced from a rare 19th-century publication.

The Wallpaper Book
Stuffed Animals and Pickled Heads
With its dragons and fish, flowers and foo dogs, this magnificent compilation of 361 royalty-free designs offers an exotic
archive of crisp black-and-white images in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Industrial Architecture in Britain, 1750-1939
Handsomely illustrated book showcases 51 outstanding examples of American domestic architecture. Striking array of
photographs depicts interiors and exteriors of elegant homes in a variety of architectural styles, with detailed views of
decorative chimney caps and fireplace mantels, cornices, gardens, and pools. An ideal reference for preservationists and
home restorers. 219 black-and-white plates.

Companies and Their Brands
The Yellow Wallpaper
Beautiful reproduction of a 1791 classic describes the qualifications and duties of an architect. The 53 beautifully engraved,
fine line plates display ornate compartments for coved ceilings; plans and elevations of pilaster capitals; pedestals for
columns; arches; ballusters; and other architectural features. 53 black-and-white illustrations.

Farm Journal
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Wallpaper in America
DIVOver 120 intricate, royalty-free images of snowflakes, based on actual photographs, are ideal for use in textile and
wallpaper designs, needlework and craft projects, and other creative applications. /div

House Beautiful
Exterior photographs and floor plans for 100 charming structures. Illustrations of models accompanied by descriptions of
interiors, color schemes, closet space, and other amenities. 200 illustrations.

William Morris Full-Color Patterns and Designs
Infused with vintage charm, and inspired by wall coverings in London s prestigious Victoria and Albert Museum, "Wallpaper
Colorways" offers artists an array of choices to satisfy their creative hunger. Just like real wallpaper, which comes in a
variety of hues, each pattern in this coloring book appears multiple times in four smaller images and one big one
encouraging you to experiment with color combinations."

Home
Treasury of Art Nouveau Design & Ornament
Versatile collection of 276 exquisite Japanese stencil designs — clouds, birds, butterflies, bamboo, plum and cherry
blossoms, geometrics, more. Royalty-free illustrations are ideal for modern decorative and graphic needs — fabric,
wallpaper and textile designs, calendars, menus, woodblock printing, needlecrafts, etc. 276 black-and-white illustrations.
Introduction.

How to Survive in the Free-lance Jungle
Explains how wallpaper was made and hung in the past, what color schemes and designs were popular, and how new
patterns reflected changing public taste
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Catalogue
Railway Carmen's Journal
Chinese Indigo Batik Designs
Designing fabric, wallpaper, and gift wrap used to be the stuff of dreams. Only a few select creatives got to do it, and it
required formal training and significant financial investment. But times have changed, and today anyone with a computer,
Internet connection, and idea can upload a file and order their own fabric or paper, printed affordably one yard or more at a
time. At the forefront of this revolutionary DIY movement is Spoonflower, a North Carolina startup that produces designs for
hundreds of thousands of users worldwide—24 hours a day/seven days a week to keep up with demand. With step-by-step
tutorials and projects that span a wide spectrum of skills, The Spoonflower Handbook is written for both new and
experienced users of this print-on-demand technology. Covering everything from equipment to software to working with
photos, scans, repeats, vector files, and more, it is an essential guide to a booming new creative outlet.

Snowflake Designs
Building Maintenance and Modernization
DIV125 superb, royalty-free illustrations of florals and insects etched into glassware, garlands of flowers in square and
circular configurations, dragonflies adorning decorative bowls and platters, and more. /div

Get Connected
House & Garden
Forty of the Victorian master's most famous designs for wallpapers, chintzes, velveteens, tapestries, tiles, carpets, and
more. Reproduced from original color plates of The Art of William Morris.
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Good Housekeeping
Showcasing over 110 carefully reproduced illustrations from a rare, early collection of batik art, this volume bursts with
strong native flavor. The exquisitely detailed folk art includes traditional designs of flowers, animals, and landscapes.

The Simplified Planner
Thoroughly researched study of the design and construction of this radical, inspiring workplace draws on much unpublished
archival material. From the genesis of the structurally unique Administration Building — its design development,
innovations, and furnishings — to the construction and completion of the Research Towers, Lipman presents a wealth of
information. 172 black-and-white illustrations.

Design
The Spoonflower Handbook
100 Small Houses of the Thirties
Wallpaper Colorways
Arts and Crafts Designs
Metropolitan Home
The Old-house Journal
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The natural history museum is a place where the line between "high" and "low" culture effectively vanishes--where our awe
of nature, our taste for the bizarre, and our thirst for knowledge all blend happily together. But as Stephen Asma shows in
Stuffed Animals and Pickled Heads, there is more going on in these great institutions than just smart fun. Asma takes us on
a wide-ranging tour of natural history museums in New York and Chicago, London and Paris, interviewing curators,
scientists, and exhibit designers, and providing a wealth of fascinating observations. We learn how the first museums were
little more than high-toned side shows, with such garish exhibits as the pickled head of Peter the Great's lover. In contrast,
today's museums are hot-beds of serious science, funding major research in such fields as anthropology and archaeology.
"Rich in detail, lucid explanation, telling anecdotes, and fascinating characters. Asma has rendered a fascinating and
credible account of how natural history museums are conceived and presented. It's the kind of book that will not only
engage a wide and diverse readership, but it should, best of all, send them flocking to see how we look at nature and
ourselves in those fabulous legacies of the curiosity cabinet."--The Boston Herald.

Stencil and Block-print Designing ; Leather- and Metal-work Designing ; China-decoration
Designing ; Tile and Parquetry Designing ; Linoleum and Oilcloth Designing ; Carpet and Rug
Designing ; Wallpaper Designing ; Stained-and Leaded-glass Designing ; Selling Designs and
Obtaining a Position
Telegraph Age
Required Reading for every Feminist “I'm sure I never used to be so sensitive. I think it is due to this nervous condition.” ―
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Yellow Wallpaper The Yellow Wallpaper is a psychological short story about a Victorian
woman on the edge of a nervous breakdown. When her husband deems she needs a "rest cure" after the birth of their child,
they rent an abandoned colonial mansion with a "queer air" about it. The narrator's room has horrible yellow wallpaper
which incites her decent into madness. This short story is an early American feminist work and explores the role of women
in a patriarchal society. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of
contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this
book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.. Xist Publishing is a
digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone
develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes

Frank Lloyd Wright and the Johnson Wax Buildings
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Traditional Japanese Stencil Designs
Geometric Patterns and Designs for Artists and Craftspeople
Country Home
"Wallpaper is currently experiencing a creative boom. Designers everywhere are rediscovering its versatility and using it to
achieve new imaginative effects. Packed with more than 300 illustrations, this lavish book explores the art of wallpaper
from itshistorical beginnings to the present day and offers a wealth of design inspiration for any home. Beginning with the
handcrafted papiers peints of the 18th century, through the Arts and Crafts movement, modernism and Pop Art, it traces
the influences behind today's popular motifs and showcases a dazzling selection of the very best in contemporary wallpaper
from all over the world."--Publisher's website.

The Postal Record
Elegant Country and Suburban Houses of the Twenties
More than 260 high-impact, permission-free designs that exploit to their fullest the dramatic potential of squares, circles,
triangles, rectangles, and other elements. Invaluable for wallpaper and textile design, packaging and computer art, these
eye-catching forms provide artists and craftspeople with angular forms and pleasant symmetries. More than 260 black-andwhite designs.

A Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil Architecture
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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